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1We performed our examination in accordance with the State Comptroller’s authority set forth in article V, Section 1 of 
the State Constitution, as well as Article II, Section 8, and Article VII, Section 111 of the State Finance Law. 
 

June 16, 2016 

Howard Zemsky 
Commissioner 
Department of Economic Development 
Empire State Development Corp 
633 3rd Ave – 37th Floor 
New York, NY 10017 

Re:  Report 2016-BSE01-01 

Dear Commissioner Zemsky: 

As part of our daily audit, we examined1 three vouchers totaling $350,000 the Empire State 

Development Corporation (ESD) approved to pay Trivision Tek Group, Inc. (Trivision) under Grant 

Disbursement Agreement  X199 (GDA X199) for the period April 1, 2010 through June 30, 2012.  

Under both GDA X199 and as a subcontractor to Currier McCabe & Associates, Inc. (CMA) under 

CMA’s contract C024937 with the New York State Department of Health (DOH), Trivision was to 

provide consulting services for the DOH Medicaid Data Warehouse.  Our objective was to 

determine if the payment requests ESD approved under GDA X199 were appropriate. 

During the course of this audit, our fieldwork was temporarily suspended to avoid interfering with 

reviews conducted by other public oversight authorities of the matters addressed in this report. 

 
A.  Results of Examination 

Our audit found none of the payment requests ESD approved under GDA X199 were appropriate.  

ESD approved and certified to the State Comptroller as just, true and correct $330,200 to pay 

Trivision for the same consulting services that were previously paid or were payable by CMA, and 

$19,800 to pay Trivision for project management services that were never performed by the 

brother of Trivision’s owner. 

We shared a draft report with ESD officials and considered their comments (Attachment A) in 

preparing the final report.  ESD officials believe they have appropriate controls to prevent 

payments like these from being approved.  As discussed in the State Comptroller’s Office 

comments on ESD’s response (Attachment B), ESD’s controls are not effective. 
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B.  Background and Methodology 

In November 2010, ESD approved grant number GDA X199 to Trivision to provide consulting 

services for the DOH Medicaid Data Warehouse.  Trivision was concurrently a subcontractor to 

CMA, DOH’s prime contractor since February 2010, for the Medicaid Data Warehouse under 

contract C024937.  According to GDA X199, Trivision was not allowed to bill ESD for services 

that were paid or were payable from other funding sources. 

To accomplish our objective, we analyzed the terms and conditions of grant number GDA X199 

and CMA contract C024937 and their related subcontracts; reviewed vouchers and other pertinent 

documentation; and interviewed officials at ESD, Trivision and CMA. 

 
C. Details of Findings  

ESD certified to the State Comptroller as just, true and correct: 

 $330,200 payable to Trivision for the same consulting services that were previously paid, 

or were payable, by CMA.  Of this amount, Trivision had already received $265,764 

(approximately 80 percent) from CMA prior to billing ESD. 

 $19,800 payable to Trivision for project management services allegedly performed by the 

brother of Trivision’s owner.  However, both CMA and the brother of Trivision’s owner 

confirmed the services were never performed. 

ESD officials approved the three vouchers because they relied on Trivision’s certifications “…that 

the payment and/or reimbursement of expenditures for which it is seeking payment and/or 

reimbursement from OSC does not duplicate reimbursement or disbursement of costs and/or 

expenses from any other source.” 

At the time of our examination, ESD had already paid Trivision $138,891.  As a result of our 

examination, we stopped the final $211,109 payment request ESD approved.  In addition, as a 

result of our inquiries, ESD terminated GDA X199 and Trivision repaid ESD the $138,891.   

In response to this report, ESD officials stated that they already employ safeguards to prevent 

grantees from receiving funds for the same expenditures from different funding sources within 

ESD.  Officials further state that their procedures will verify all services are actually performed.  

As noted in Attachment B, the safeguards and procedures ESD currently has in place will not 

prevent or detect false billing and duplicate billing like those Trivision submitted and ESD 

approved. 
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Recommendations 

1) Monitor future awards with multiple funding sources to ensure ESD does not pay 
contractors for services paid or payable from other funding sources. 

2) Ensure future projects are sufficiently monitored to verify all services are actually 
performed prior to certifying the appropriateness of payment requests to the 
Comptroller. 

We would appreciate your response to this report by July 15, 2016, indicating any actions planned 

to address the recommendations in this report.  We thank the management and staff of the Empire 

State Development Corporation for the courtesies extended to our auditors. 

Sincerely, 

Bernard J. McHugh 
Director of State Expenditures 

Enc: Attachment A 
 Attachment B 

 

cc: Elizabeth Fine, Executive Vice President Legal and General Counsel 
 Simon Wynn, Senior Counsel Litigation 
 Benson Martin, Director of Compliance, Legal Division 
 Tom Brennan, Senior Vice President and Audit Director
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   ATTACHMENT B 

  

State Comptroller’s Office Comments on Auditee Response 
 

1. ESD did not commence its own investigation until approximately two months after the OSC’s 

auditors began their examination and only after OSC rejected a Trivision voucher.  OSC’s 

auditors rejected the $211,109 voucher ESD officials certified as just, true and correct when 

officials could not provide sufficient, appropriate evidence to support the Trivision 

expenditures were valid.   

 

2. ESD asserts that it has an “enhanced disbursement process” to identify multiple funding 

sources within ESD.  That process was insufficient to identify the overpayments to Trivision 

since the funding sources were within and outside of ESD.  ESD correctly recognizes that 

OSC may request back up documentation for payment audit, but OSC is not the first line of 

defense in guarding against inappropriate payments.  That responsibility is at the agency. 

 

Pursuant to Law and Regulation, each agency is required to maintain adequate internal 

controls over the payment process.  Internal controls are the first line of defense and the best 

mechanism the state has to safeguard its assets and to provide reasonable assurance that 

payments are proper.  Agencies and authorities must obtain and review sufficient, appropriate 

evidence prior to certifying to OSC that payment requests are just, true and correct.  The 

evidence ESD provided to OSC was neither sufficient nor appropriate to determine the 

appropriateness of the payment to Trivision.   

 

In this case, ESD relied entirely on the self-certification by the grantee that requested funds 

did not duplicate other payments.  There are no other controls in place at ESD to provide 

assurance that payments are appropriate when projects include multiple funding sources from 

within and outside of ESD.  This is not a best practice nor an effective control as demonstrated 

by the findings in this report.  Trivision signed three certifications – and ESD relied on these – 

to certify to OSC that the vouchers were proper.  

 

Furthermore, ESD was aware that both ESD and CMA (via the DOH contract and via 

Trivision’s Application for Funding for GDA X199) would pay Trivision for work on the Medicaid 

Data Warehouse.  ESD could have obtained independent verification but did not contact CMA 

prior to submitting vouchers to OSC to confirm whether Trivision billed for services paid or 

payable by CMA and whether services for which Trivision billed ESD had been provided.  

OSC’s auditors contacted CMA and readily identified Trivision’s duplicate and false billings. 

  

3. ESD listed a variety of documentation grantees submit and project managers review prior to 

approving payment requests.  We caution ESD officials that documentation alone may not 

provide sufficient, appropriate evidence of grantee performance.  We examined documents to 

support Trivision paid its owner’s brother $19,800 to provide project management services for 

the DOH Medicaid Data Warehouse.  However, as the report details, both CMA and the 

owner’s brother himself confirmed the project management services were never provided.   

 

As ESD considers additional steps to confirm performance under grants, officials should 

obtain reliable evidence from the most independent sources possible.  This will minimize the 

risk that ESD incorrectly certifies as correct any payment requests for services that were not 

performed.  
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